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Jamaica Bound: CHS and Women In Business Launch
Sponsorship for Teacher Appreciation Retreat
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The administration of St. Croix Central High School, in a special collaboration with Women In
Business VI & Caribbean, has announced an exclusive sponsorship opportunity for an upcoming
teacher appreciation retreat.

The event is aimed at recognizing and rewarding the relentless efforts of exceptional teachers who
have gone the extra mile to shape the future leaders of our society.

The retreat, dubbed "RevitalizED-Salutary Teachers Appreciation Retreat", is an extraordinary
opportunity for one deserving educator to take part in a rejuvenating, all-expenses-paid getaway.
The objective of this retreat is to offer an immersive and restorative break to an outstanding
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teacher whose unwavering commitment has significantly contributed to the students' growth and
development.

The retreat promises a transformative experience through a series of enlightening workshops,
recreational activities, and wellness treatments. It also offers tantalizing culinary experiences
amidst the enchanting beauty of Jamaica, providing an inherently restorative backdrop. The event
is slated to run for five days, from July 15 to July 20, with an estimated cost of $7,000.

Believing in the power of community collaboration, St. Croix Central High School and Women In
Business VI & Caribbean are reaching out to potential sponsors to help make this unique initiative
a reality. They have rolled out three levels of sponsorships - Gold ($500 or more), Silver ($250),
and Bronze ($166).

Sponsoring this event provides a unique platform for businesses and organizations to show their
support for education while gaining valuable exposure within the community. In appreciation of
their contribution, sponsors will receive prominent recognition across all promotional materials,
including social media posts, press releases, and other event-related communication channels.

The administration is positive that investing in educators is tantamount to investing in the future of
the community. Therefore, any support provided towards this initiative will not only contribute to
the professional and personal growth of an outstanding teacher but will also highlight the
sponsor's commitment to fostering education and societal advancement.

For more information on the sponsorship packages and associated benefits, interested parties are
encouraged to contact Ruth King Chaseau at (340) 642-0523 or Rameek Croskey at (340) 473-
6744.

St. Croix Central High School and Women In Business VI & Caribbean express their sincere
gratitude in advance to all potential sponsors and look forward to a rewarding collaboration that
will help to acknowledge and honor the significant efforts of a deserving teacher.
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